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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Summer is drawing to a close, and on September 1st we switch over to the fall/winter schedule at the flying
field. Basically, it’s the same as the spring/summer schedule except that no activities are allowed after 3pm
on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays and no activities are allowed after noon on Saturdays. The spring/
summer schedule resumes on February 1st. To see the complete schedule go to page five, or you can
download it at:
www.vrcfc.org/documents/Harrisonburg_Field_Flying_Times_And_Conditions.pdf
There is also a copy of the schedule posted at the flying field. Now that we’ve had a couple of months of
respite from the jumbo fly-in we need to begin thinking about it again for next year. The most important
thing we need within the next 2 or 3 months is for someone to agree to be the contest director. This is
required to enable us to get the sanctioning paperwork submitted in a timely manner with the AMA and
IMAA. The earlier we get
our fly-in listed in Model
Aviation and High Flight
the better. I really want us
to avoid the “who’s the
contest director” snafu that
happened last time.
I finally made it out to the
flying field on Sunday,
August 24th, and saw the
steel beams that were placed
in the downstream side of
the creek crossing. It looks
really good, and once the fill
material settles in and
stabilizes I believe it will
really improve the crossing.
To give it time to see if it’s
going to work out or not,
the Board of Directors has
decided that we are not
going to make any further
improvements to the crossing for the next several months. This doesn’t mean, of course, that we won’t add
an occasional load of gravel or perform needed maintenance. Until it stabilizes please use caution and
good judgment when crossing the creek. Drive at a slow, steady pace and try to avoid spinning your tires.
If a problem develops please notify a club oﬃcer or board member. I’d like to thank Randy Ryman, Dan
Myers, and everyone else who was involved with placing the beams.
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I understand that the August 10th multi-club fun-fly event was a success. I wasn’t there so I can’t really say
much about it, but I’d like to thank Aaron Swindle for heading it up along with the rest of the folks who
helped out and participated. Maybe Aaron can give us a report at the September meeting.
I hope everyone has a fun, safe, and crash-free September!
~ Chester

COOL UNDER PRESSURE
We were all sitting around watching Dan
Myers fly his large Yak when the unthinkable
happened. Dan was on final approach from the
north end of the field when suddenly the
sound of his motor changed. Five seconds
later the canopy and pilot ripped oﬀ the plane
and the aircraft produced a violent up and
down motion. I thought it was going into the
creek and that would be the end of that. Dan
kept his cool and got the airplane back to level
flight. I thought well, he'll just glide to a stop.
Wrong! Just as Dan got the aircraft slowed
into a regular taxi speed the cowl and engine
suddenly slumped forward at a very bad
looking angle. Talk about a surreal moment!
The guys went out and retrieved the aircraft
back to the pit area and we set it up on one of
the larger stands that Glenn Hitt built for us.
By the way those newer aircraft stands are a
bit longer, and slightly taller...very nice
addition for the club. They work beautifully
Glenn, thank you for all the work you put into those. The first thing we noticed was that one side of the
prop was sheared oﬀ from the tip to the root. Almost as if you had cut it with a hobby saw. The damaged
prop explains the chain of events pretty well. Apparently the prop split while Dan was on his approach.
That set up a large vibration which caused the canopy and pilot to eject into the creek. The pilot was
rescued from the creek by Randy Ryman. As the engine continued to run with the out of balance prop
turning we are pretty sure it shook the firewall loose and thus the motor and cowling came loose and
slumped forward. Not something you see every day at the field. I have to commend Dan for keeping his
composure. Dan experienced a very explosive event that happened in the span of about 45 seconds and he
displayed quite a bit of pilotage to say the least. Dan repaired his Yak and flew it again this last Sunday and
all was well.
Great job Dan!
Blue Skies,
Aaron****
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Model Aircraft Airspeed Instrument
Review by: John Rheault
I’ve always wondered how fast my plane was
traveling as I climbed, dove, spun and looped.
While looking for a device to help me locate my
plane in the event I “land” in the corn field(page 5);
I came upon the following device. Curious I
purchased.
The How Fast is a simple, easy, and inexpensive
way to measure your model's airspeed. It provides
at-the-field readings right after your flight.
Precision Instrument
15 to 500 MPH (24 to 800 km/h) airspeed
1 MPH (1 km/h) resolution
Uses the same diﬀerential pressure sensing as full-scale
aircraft
A Complete Airspeed System
No interface, computer, or additional equipment
needed
Includes Pitot and static probes that mount in the wing
Tiny, lightweight (2.7 gram) circuit board
Plugs into your receiver or any 3.2V to 12V battery
Simple to Use
Light Emitting Diode (LED) used for communication
Wave your finger over the LED for maximum airspeed
report
Simply count the flashes:
flash

flash-flash

flash-flash-flash = 123 MPH

I installed the How Fast in my Venture 60. Simple installation. Pitot and static probe tubes connected via
silicone tubing and secured (figure 2). I then Velcroed the circuit board to a piece of balsa between two ribs;
and mounted the LED in the top wing (figure 3). I surrounded the LED with yellow covering material so I
could locate it easily. Finally I connected the circuit board via a long servo extension to my unused Gear
channel on my receiver.
After landing, I wave my hand over the LED several times and watch/count the flashes. My three flights this
weekend posted 71, 74, and 75 mph. The instructions included altitude correction information to compensate
for altitude.
The device can be found at: http://www.wingedshadow.com/howfast.html
Now I know how fast.
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How Fast review continued...

Youtube Review:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i9LrB_m3wA
Model Aviation Magazine -- September 2008
The Battery Clinic, Red Scholefield (page 91)
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R/C Reporter
Multi-function System Monitor
Review by: John Rheault
• Lost Plane Locator
• Plays a melody on command or if signal is lost
• Voltmeter
• Reports system voltage with 0.01V resolution
• Warns when receiver battery is low
• Uses beeps and pauses for report
• Example voltage report representing 5.12V:
beep-beep-beep-beep-beep beep beep-beep
• Glitch Counter
• Checks for interference and signal integrity
• Debug system problems and antenna
placement
• Simple Installation
Installed in my Venture 60 fuselage and plugged
• Works with AM, FM, PCM, and Spreadinto available Aux 1 channel.
Spectrum R/C systems
- To check voltage (toggle Aux 1 switch on, oﬀ, on,
• Plugs in like a servo
oﬀ). Listen for beep pattern
• Weighs only 5 grams
- Transmitter power oﬀ or Aux 1 switch on triggers
melody to locate plane if necessary.
• Controlled from your transmitter
• Use any unused channel or share a
channel with a Y-connector
The device can be found at: http://www.wingedshadow.com/rcrprod.html
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